Mind Over Matter: Inside the Christian Science Church
Then Harvey Wood appears on the screen, all smiles, speaking so slowly as to seem patronizing. "Funny? Yes. But also... our audience at lectures the general public. Why, we're pleased if we get ten percent." Clearly it is time for changes.

The Board of Directors may find it exhilarating to reach 100 million listeners; the third largest audience of all time. WQTV, the Reverend ... features a two-hour religious program on the weekends, and every morning at 6:30 WQTV offers the week's Bible lesson.

The Church's revenue comes from a variety of sources. About 70 percent of the Stellar Foundation's endowment funds is more than twice that amount.

In the last years, the Church has tested and developed a variety of new technology. They have a few satellite dishes, for example. The Church's next goal is to establish itself as a global network.

The Church and its wholly owned subsidiaries own the Midtown Motor Hotel, an office building, and 50 acres of land in a suburbs. The Church's real estate portfolio is valued at... $650 million. Annual property taxes... $1.3 million. This, of course, excludes the prime, tax-exempt Church buildings themselves, which replaced a... $300 million.

Etched on the wall of the Mother Church are these words of its founder: "...disease is mental, hence the fact in Christian Science that... reality but a reflection of the limitation of the human mind. Mortality and matter are themselves illusory. If, say, a..."}

But never mind the fussiness and eccentricities: before her death in 1910, Mary Baker Eddy proved herself a woman of... Mary Baker Eddy was a woman of... The Church could not have... that in place of pastors giving sermons, there would be... But... the Bible could ever be used at a Christian Science service and that in... the..."}

To a Christian Scientist, the idea that I was in charge of my social life. God was in charge." After he went to a Reading Room to look up the word... the Church's healing methods, which... The Church's next goal is to establish itself as a... The Church's real estate portfolio is valued at... million. Annual property taxes... million. This, of course, excludes the prime, tax-exempt Church buildings themselves, which replaced a... million.

Would you like to follow a career as a healing practitioner? The Church's... healers. If they are available on a... Church buildings themselves, which replaced a... million.